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ABSTRACT 30 

The mobility of 
79

Se, a fission product of 
235

U and long-lived radioisotope, is an important 31 

parameter in the safety assessment of radioactive nuclear waste disposal systems. Non-32 

radioactive selenium is also an important contaminant of drainage waters from black shale 33 

mountains and coal mines. Highly mobile and soluble in its high oxidation states, selenate 34 

(Se(VI)O4
2-

) and selenite (Se(IV)O3
2-

) oxyanions can interact with magnetite, a mineral present 35 

in anoxic natural environments and in steel corrosion products, thereby being reduced and 36 

consequently immobilized by forming low-solubility solids. Here, we investigated the sorption 37 

and reduction capacity of synthetic nanomagnetite towards Se(VI) at neutral and acidic pH, 38 

under reducing, oxygen-free conditions. The additional presence of Fe(II)aq, released during 39 

magnetite dissolution at pH 5, has an effect on the reduction kinetics. X-ray absorption 40 

spectroscopy analyses revealed that, at pH 5, trigonal gray Se(0) formed, and that sorbed Se(IV) 41 

complexes remained on the nanoparticle surface during longer reaction times. The Se(0) 42 

nanowires grew during the reaction, which points to a complex transport mechanism of reduced 43 

species or to active reduction sites at the tip of the Se(0) nanowires. The concomitant uptake of 44 

aqueous Fe(II) and Se(VI) ions is interpreted as a consequence of small pH oscillations that 45 

result from the Se(VI) reduction, leading to a re-adsorption of aqueous Fe(II) onto the magnetite, 46 

renewing its reducing capacity. This effect is not observed at pH 7, where we observed only the 47 

formation of Se(0) with slow kinetics due to the formation of an oxidized maghemite layer. This 48 

indicates that the presence of aqueous Fe(II) may be an important factor to be considered when 49 

examining the environmental reactivity of magnetite. 50 

 51 

  52 
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INTRODUCTION 53 

Selenium is an essential micronutrient often called ‘double-edged sword element’
1
 or ‘essential 54 

toxin’,
2
 due to one of the narrowest tolerance limits in the periodic table (40 and 400 µg/day).

3,4
 55 

Aqueous species of selenium show – similar to sulfur - a variety of oxidation states, the 56 

distribution of which depends strongly on the environmental conditions. Selenate (Se(VI)O4
2-

) 57 

and selenite (Se(IV)O3
2-

) are water-soluble species which account for 95% of selenium toxicity 58 

related to accumulation in plant and animal tissues,
3
 reflecting its concentration and 59 

bioavailability in soil. Se(VI) predominates at high redox potential and under alkaline conditions 60 

and has a low adsorption and precipitation ability, while Se(IV) occurs at moderate redox 61 

potentials and its mobility is mainly governed by sorption/desorption processes.
4
 Elemental 62 

selenium [Se(0)], metal selenides [Se(-II) and Se(-I)], and selenium sulfides are essentially 63 

insoluble and are therefore considered immobile in soil and geologic systems. Quantifying the 64 

rates and thermodynamic conditions of selenium reduction is therefore important to assess the 65 

mobility of selenium in the environment.
5
 66 

The 
79

Se radioisotope (half-life 2.95 x 10
5
 years) is a 

235
U fission product. Although the main 67 

oxidation state of selenium in radioactive waste has been reported to be Se(-II),
6
 understanding 68 

the redox reactivity and geochemical cycling of oxidized species of selenium (selenate and 69 

selenite) in the environment is necessary to assess the impact of an eventual release of waste 70 

repositories to the biosphere, or the eventual breach of natural –oxygenated– waters into the 71 

repository.
7
 Among all the cementitious materials in engineered barriers and all the naturally 72 

occurring minerals in the surrounding geologic formations, only a few have the ability to uptake 73 

selenium oxyanions via either adsorption processes or reductive precipitation. These are, e.g., 74 

layered double hydroxides such as the hydrotalcite phases in cements (AFm),
8
 and the redox 75 

active Fe(II)-bearing phases present as the result of corrosion of the steel containers or naturally 76 

in minerals such as pyrite, mackinawite, magnetite or Fe(II)-bearing clay minerals.
9–17

 Abiotic 77 

reduction of soluble selenium species by Fe(II)-bearing materials (potential steel corrosion 78 

products) has been observed for several minerals such as green rust,
18–20

 magnetite,
15,21,22

 79 

mackinawite and siderite,
15

 pyrite,
23,24

 troillite
25 

and zero-valent iron.
26

 The mixed-valence 80 

Fe(II)/(III) oxide magnetite (Fe3O4) has showed redox reactivity towards selenium species.
15,21,22 

81 

Magnetite nanoparticles have been shown to reduce Se(IV) and Se(VI) to elemental selenium 82 
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and iron selenides
15,27

, even in the presence of oxidized layers or maghemite and coatings.
21,28

 83 

The product of these redox processes is a partially oxidized magnetite, i.e. a magnetite particle 84 

containing some proportion of maghemite –a Fe(III) mineral isostructural to magnetite, a phase 85 

that is also able to adsorb selenium oxyanions.
11,28

 86 

Despite the high number of studies dealing with selenium redox reactivity in the presence of 87 

Fe(II) redox active phases, some important questions remain open about the mechanism of 88 

selenium reduction by magnetite and the growth of the reduced selenium phases. For example: is 89 

electron transfer possible when the complex formed are outer-sphere? Whereas selenite is prone 90 

to form inner-sphere complexes at the magnetite-water interface,
21,28–30

 selenate oxyanions 91 

adsorb forming outer-sphere complexes.
22,28

 However, it has been shown that electron transfer 92 

can still take place, with a selenite intermediate formed, and the whole reaction showing slow 93 

reduction kinetics indicative of a redox process with high kinetic barriers.
21

 Fe(II) ions are also 94 

known to be released from magnetite to solution at acidic pH, acting as a reactive species that 95 

can re-adsorb and donate electrons thereby reducing adsorbed ions such as arsenate.
31–34

 Are 96 

these processes active in the presence of selenium ions as well? Accounting for the presence of 97 

Fe(II) is mandatory for geochemical models used to predict the fate of radionuclides in systems 98 

for nuclear waste storage. To date, no systematic study has been performed that describes the 99 

redox interactions of selenium oxyanions with magnetite in the presence of Fe(II). 100 

Here, a combination of spectroscopy and wet chemistry techniques are used to evaluate the 101 

relevance of Fe(II) during the reduction process of selenate at the magnetite-water interface, and 102 

to characterize the mechanisms of selenite reduction and its reduction products, giving 103 

molecular-scale insight into the mechanisms of formation of reduced selenium phases. 104 

 105 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 106 

All solutions were prepared with boiled, nitrogen-degassed Millipore 18.2 MΩ water. Reagent 107 

grade NaOH (≥98%, Sigma Aldrich) and HCl (37%, Carl Roth) were used for preparation of 1 M 108 

and 0.1 M stock solutions for pH control. A SENTRON pH meter was calibrated with VWR 109 

buffers, and a Pt redox electrode for Eh measurements with a 200 mV buffer solution. All 110 

experiments and synthesis were conducted at room temperature in an Ar-filled Jacomex 111 
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glovebox, with a controlled oxygen partial pressure ([O2] < 2 ppm), using closed vials to contain 112 

all the solution. 113 

Magnetite synthesis and characterization 114 

Magnetite was synthesized following the protocol of Jolivet et al.
35

 by slowly adding 60 ml of 6 115 

M NH3 (Sigma Aldrich) to 50 ml solution containing [Fetot] = 0.55 M and [Fe(II)]/[Fe(III)] = 0.5, 116 

prepared by adding 0.4 M FeCl2 (tetrahydrate, Sigma Aldrich) to 0.8 M FeCl3 (hexahydrate, 117 

Merck). The solution turned black immediately upon mixing and was left for 24 h on a rotary 118 

shaker. Afterwards a strong magnet was used to separate the magnetic particles and the 119 

supernatant was filtered (0.22 μm MF-Millipore). The magnetite was rinsed 4 times with water 120 

and 2 times with 0.1 mM NaCl solution, the latter one also used for its storage. 121 

XRD. Samples were loaded inside the glove box into kapton capillaries, sealed with epoxy glue 122 

and stored in anoxic conditions until measurement. X-ray powder diffraction data were collected 123 

at room temperature at the ID31 beamline at the ESRF (λ = 0.1907 Å) using a Pilatus3 X CdTe 124 

2M detector with 172 μm  172 μm pixel size. The detector was calibrated using the NIST 125 

certified CeO2 674b standard. Azimuthal integrations were performed using the pyFAI 126 

package.
36

 The lattice parameters, average crystallite sizes using the Debye-Scherrer equation, 127 

and phase fractions were determined using Rietveld analysis with the FullProf Suite.
37

 The 128 

advantages of synchrotron over laboratory X-ray source are: a better signal to noise ratio thanks 129 

to high photon flux and a noise-free detector (Figure S1), faster measurements (few seconds vs 130 

few hours) and the smaller amount of powder required (beneficial for small-scale sorption 131 

experiments).   132 

BET. The specific surface area (SSA) was determined by the Brunauer−Emmett−Teller 133 

adsorption method (BET-N2) at 77 K, using a Belsorp-Max (Bel Japan) volumetric gas sorption 134 

instrument. A small amount (0.418 g) of magnetite was loaded in a glass cell inside the glovebox 135 

and then dried under vacuum at 80 ⁰C during 12 h.  The SSA was calculated from the BET 136 

equation in the P/P0 range 0.052-0.307. 137 

57
Fe Mössbauer. The spectra were collected at 300 and 77 K using a conventional constant 138 

acceleration transmission spectrometer with a 
57

Co(Rh) source and an α-Fe foil as calibration 139 

sample. To obtain 5 mg Fe/cm
2
 to satisfy the fine absorber conditions, 20 mg of the powder was 140 
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loaded inside the glovebox in flat round plastic holders, sealed with epoxy glue, and transported 141 

in oxygen free conditions.  Then the hyperfine structure was modeled by means of quadrupole 142 

doublets and/or magnetic sextets with Lorentzian lines using the homemade program MOSFIT.
38

 143 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM). A few milligrams of solid samples were placed in 144 

plastic tubes, filled with 10 mL of ethanol (previously stored for several weeks in the glovebox), 145 

sealed with parafilm, and removed from the glovebox for 5 minutes for redistribution in an 146 

ultrasonic bath. Next, the solutions were immediately transferred back to the glovebox, diluted 147 

with ethanol and drop-casted on pure carbon, 200 mesh Cu TEM grids (TED PELLA, INC.). The 148 

samples were transferred to the microscope in anoxic conditions and were in contact with air 149 

only for few minutes during mounting on the microscope sample holder. Conventional 150 

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM), High Angular Angle Dark Field imaging in scanning 151 

mode (STEM-HAADF), X-ray Energy-Dispersive Spectroscopy (XEDS) and Selected Area 152 

Electron Diffraction (SAED) patterns were collected at IMPMC, Sorbonne University, Paris, 153 

using a JEOL 2100F microscope. Fast Fourier Transform on HR TEM images were carried out 154 

using ImageJ software
39

 and SAED pattern were indexed using SingleCrystal Software.
40

 155 

Batch sorption experiments. Sorption experiments of selenate on magnetite were performed in 156 

glass bottles at room temperature in an Ar-filled glovebox. All selenate solutions were prepared 157 

from Na2SeO4 (BioXtra, Sigma-Aldrich®). The concentration of dry magnetite in four 100 mL 158 

batches was fixed at 10 g/L in 0.1 mM NaCl background electrolyte. Due to stronger selenium 159 

adsorption on magnetite in acidic conditions,
21

 pH 5 and 7 were selected for comparison. The 160 

acidity of the initial suspensions was adjusted during 96 h by adding drops of 0.1 M HCl or 161 

NaOH stock solutions, until the pH was not drifting from the desired value by more than 0.2 unit 162 

within 24h. After this equilibration step, aliquots of Se(VI) stock solution were added to obtain 163 

the total target concentration of 8.6 mM (details in Table S1). This should cover 100% of the [-164 

Fe-OH] surface reactive sites, as calculated from the BET-determined specific surface area 165 

values and the theoretical crystallographic site density of magnetite, 8 sites/nm
2
.
41

 166 

In the absence of the values of real concentrations of selenate in the underground repositories, 167 

the concentration of selenium was chosen so (i) the solutions are undersaturated with respect to 168 

any Fe(II)-Se(IV) phases, and so they are high enough to be observed via the physico-chemical 169 

characterization tools used here. 170 
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The addition of Se(VI) to the magnetite suspension stabilized at pH 5 resulted in an increase of 171 

the pH to 5.4, which was immediately readjusted to pH 5.0. No change of pH was observed upon 172 

addition of Se(VI) to the magnetite suspension stabilized at pH 7. The pH of the suspensions was 173 

monitored and readjusted, if necessary, throughout the experiment. This addition of acid did not 174 

modify significantly the solid-to-liquid ration of the reaction (less than 1%). The two reactors 175 

were placed on a rotary shaker and 5 mL aliquots of the suspension were sampled at selected 176 

time intervals. The solid was isolated by magnetic separation, dried using a vacuum filtration 177 

system (0.22 μm), and used for further X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS) and Mössbauer 178 

spectroscopy, TEM, XRD characterization. The liquid was filtered through a syringe filter (0.22 179 

μm) and used for ICP-AES, IC and Eh analyses. 180 

ICP-AES and IC. The total concentrations of Se in the liquid samples were determined after 181 

dilution by ICP-AES (Varian 720ES, detection range 0.05 - 50 ppm), while the concentrations of 182 

Se(VI) and Se(IV) were determined by Ion Chromatography (Dionex Inegrion HPIC, Thermo 183 

Scientific, detection range 0.1 - 10 ppm). The difference between the initial selenium 184 

concentration (c0) and the measured value (ce) provided the amount of adsorbed species. 185 

XAS. Pelletized samples (BN filler) were flash-frozen and stored until measurement in a liquid 186 

nitrogen Dewar to stop the chemical reaction after the predefined time intervals and to prevent 187 

any oxygen-induced oxidation. X-ray absorption spectra (both X-ray Absorption Near Edge 188 

Structure and Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure) were collected at the Rossendorf 189 

Beamline (BM20)
42

 at the ESRF, at the Se-K edge (12 657 eV), using a pair of Rh-coated 190 

mirrors for collimation and suppression of higher harmonics. The energy of the Si(111) 191 

monochromator was calibrated using an Au foil at L3 edge (11 918 keV). Fluorescence spectra 192 

were acquired with an 18-element solid-state Germanium detector (Ultra-LEGe, GUL0055, 193 

Mirion Technologies). Several spectra were measured to obtain sufficient signal quality, with the 194 

number of total spectra averaged per each sample varying from 1 to 10 depending on the 195 

concentration of Se. Measurements were conducted at 15 K using a closed-cycle He cryostat, to 196 

avoid photon-induced redox reactions and to exclude thermal disorder. Energy calibration and 197 

merging of individual scans was performed with SixPack,
43

 normalization and all other data 198 

treatment steps were done with WinXAS.
44

 Both XANES and EXAFS spectra were used to 199 

derive the number of spectral components, to identify them and to determine their fractions in 200 
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individual samples, by employing the ITFA package,
45,46

 and using spectra of selected, 201 

previously published selenium standards (aqueous selenite, aqueous selenate, gray Se(0), red 202 

Se(0), ferroselite).
15,27,47

  203 

 204 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 205 

Magnetite nanoparticles were characterized after synthesis via XRD, Mössbauer spectrometry 206 

and TEM. An average crystallite size of 15 nm was estimated using the Scherrer equation, while 207 

TEM image showed rather large distribution of particles ranging from 5 to 50 nm, aggregated in 208 

large clusters. More information is shown in the supporting information. 209 

Se(VI) sorption kinetics experiments on magnetite at pH 5 and 7  210 

Results of the Se(VI) sorption experiments at pH 5 and 7 are given in Figure 1 and Table S2.  211 

Se(VI) uptake was fastest during the first 240 h in the two experimental series, with the rate 212 

depending on the solution pH, as already observed previously.
22,48

 During this time, 43% of the 213 

selenate was removed from the solution at pH 5, in contrast with only 22% removed at pH 7. The 214 

uptake stagnated after ~1000 h for both pH values. 215 

After the first 240 h, a plateau (within analytical error) was observed at pH 7, which would 216 

correspond to about 1.5 Se(VI) molecules/nm
2
. At pH 5 the removal process continued but at a 217 

much lower rate, reaching 53% after 3600 h, equivalent to about 4.2 Se(VI) molecules/nm
2
. This 218 

indicates that the theoretical sorption capacity (8 sites/nm
2
) calculated for [Fe-OH] groups on the 219 

{111} crystallographic faces of magnetite
41

 was only partially reached, with a level of 53% at pH 220 

5, and 22% at pH 7. On the other hand, and as described in a previous study for selenite,
28

 if 221 

inner sphere complexes with bidentate ligands are formed, these would account for 8.4 Se(VI) 222 

molecules/nm
2
, a value very close to the theoretical site density. 223 

ICP-AES results were confirmed by IC measurements, which can distinguish the two soluble 224 

forms, Se(IV) and Se(VI). The reduced, soluble selenite oxyanion [Se(IV)O3
2-

] remained below 225 

the detection limit at both pH values, suggesting any eventual reduction process would take place 226 

at the mineral surface and not in solution during the 3600 h of the reaction. However, due to the 227 
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necessary sample dilution (the IC upper detection limit for Se(VI) is ~0.13 mmol/L), low 228 

concentrations of selenite might remain undetectable. 229 

If no reduction occurred, we could have assumed that the negatively charged oxyanions were 230 

exclusively adsorbed via electrostatic attraction to the positively charged surface sites of 231 

magnetite or maghemite, below their isoelectric points (IEPmagnetite = 6.4-8, IEPmaghemite = 5.5-232 

7.5),
48

 as found for selenate and selenite absorbed on positively charged FeOH2
+
 groups of 233 

maghemite.
11,12

  234 

Aqueous Fe(II) 235 

At pH 7, the concentration of Fe(II)aq stayed below 0.01 mmol/L during 4000 h, so we could 236 

assume that the magnetite was fairly pure at t0 (as confirmed by Mössbauer spectrometry). 237 

At pH 5, after injection of selenate and throughout the 4000 h of the sorption experiments, a re-238 

adsorption of the Fe(II) was observed, with an initial value of 1.87 mmol/L measured after 0.17 h 239 

of reaction and a practical depletion from the solution after ~1000 h, time at which the selenate 240 

removal was observed to stagnate as well (see Figures 1 and 4). While the re-adsorption of 241 

Fe(II)aq on magnetite is not favored at pH 5 due to the positively charged mineral surface,
31,33

 the 242 

presence of Fe(II)aq may catalyze changes in the chemistry of Se(VI), via the formation of 243 

ternary surface complexes. To test this hypothesis a linear plot was performed, that reveals 244 

indeed a co-removal dependency between Se(VI) and Fe(II)aq (Figure 1b). The slope of the curve 245 

indicates that ~0.5 mol of Fe(II) is removed from solution per one mol of Se(VI). The initial ratio 246 

nFe(II)aq/nSe(VI)aq in the solution was 0.3:1. Note that a reduction of selenate to selenite by the 247 

oxidation of Fe(II) to Fe(III) would require a ratio of 2:1 (and even higher for reductions of 248 

selenite to Se(0) or Se(-II)), so the observed value of 0.5:1 points to a completely different, 249 

secondary process involving the solid phase. Extrapolation of the co-removal results allowed the 250 

estimation of an initial aqueous iron concentration at t0 equal to 2.4 mmol/L, corresponding to 251 

the 5.6% of maghemite initially present (before selenate injection). This corresponds to about 252 

one monolayer of maghemite for the averaged 15 nm diameter spherical particles, so that 253 

electron exchange between the surface and the core of the magnetite should still be possible.  254 

Several studies have shown that reduction of environmental contaminants is effectively catalyzed 255 

by Fe(II)aq adsorbed on magnetite,
32,49

 montmorillonite,
47

 goethite and lepidocrocite
50

 and zero-256 
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valent iron.
51 

Examination of the reduction of selenate by ZVI
51

 and the removal of arsenic by 257 

non-stoichiometric magnetite
33 

demonstrated the importance of the initial Fe(II)aq concentration 258 

on the extent of pollutant reduction.  Aqueous Fe(II)aq alone, however, did not show significant 259 

Se(VI) reduction.
51

 
 

260 

Mineral transformation – Mössbauer and XRD 261 

Magnetite to maghemite transformation was revealed by both 
57

Fe Mössbauer spectrometry and 262 

X-ray diffraction (Figure S6). In the Rietveld refinement process only little freedom was given to 263 

the magnetite and maghemite unit cell parameters (a +/- 0.005 Å) to avoid erroneous phase 264 

identification. Analysis of the selected solid samples showed a large correlation between the two 265 

techniques (Table S3 and Figure 2) at pH 5, where a significant degree of transformation 266 

occurred, while at pH 7 XRD gives a smaller maghemite percentage in comparison to that 267 

estimated by Mössbauer spectrometry. A shift of the XRD peaks related to mineral 268 

transformation at pH 5 between 6 h and 4032 h is clearly visible in Figure S6b, especially at the 269 

higher angles, while at pH 7 (Figure S6d) the corresponding higher angle peaks tend to be 270 

superimposed. This could indicate that at pH 7 the low maghemite fraction is not significantly 271 

disturbing the magnetite crystal lattice (randomly distributed Fe
3+

 cations), or that the thin 272 

oxidized layer at the mineral surface is amorphous, thus not contributing to the Bragg peaks and 273 

only to diffuse scattering.  274 

Another important observation is the strong correlation between the degree of magnetite 275 

oxidation (as expressed by Fe(II) solubility) and the Se(VI) uptake, as highlighted in Figure 2. At 276 

pH 7, 18%  of maghemite (Mössbauer) formed during the first 6 hours, concomitantly with 1.27 277 

mmol/L of Se(VI) removed from solution, which corresponds to 1% of mineral conversion, or 278 

0.43 mmol/L of maghemite produced following equation S1, for every 0.07 mmol/L uptake of 279 

Se(VI). Between 6 h and 2280 h the conversion rate slowed down to 0.035 mmol/L of Se(VI) for 280 

each 1% of mineral, probably due to partial oxidation of the magnetite surface which blocked the 281 

electron transfer.
52

  282 

A detailed analysis of the XRD patterns revealed a new peak corresponding to the (100) plane of 283 

trigonal gray Se(0)
53

 at 2.9 ⁰  (λ = 0.1907 Å, Figure S6c), which increased concomitantly with 284 

the Se(VI) uptake and the mineral transformation (1% of Se(0) after 3600 h at pH 7). The redox 285 
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process describing the Se(VI) reduction to Se(0) and magnetite oxidation, with an exchange of 6 286 

electrons can be written as: 287 

6Fe3O4(s) + Se(VI)O4
2-

 + 2H
+
 → 9Fe2O3(s) + Se(0)(s) + H2O   (1) 288 

Based on this model equation, with the initial magnetite concentration fixed at 10 g/L, 0.1 g of 289 

maghemite (1% phase fraction or ~0.43 mmol/L of maghemite produced) should appear after 290 

reduction of 0.07 mM of selenate oxyanion by magnetite (details of calculation in SI). At the 291 

same time, consumption of protons should increase the pH of the solution, as observed in all 292 

batch experiments. This ideal stoichiometry was only observed in the initial phase of the Se(VI) 293 

experiment at pH 7. While selenate was still available in the solution (6.5-7 mmol/L) after ~2500 294 

h of the reaction, the limiting factor, which slows down the adsorption, must be the access to 295 

reducing magnetite sites.  296 

Magnetite reacting at pH 5 with Se(VI) for 4032 h resulted in about 3.4% of Se(0) (XRD fitting), 297 

but the main redox reaction describing the process in equation 1 is more complicated, because of 298 

the presence of Fe(II)aq leading to a secondary reaction. In the combined magnetite/Fe(II)aq 299 

system, the electrons migrate within the bulk and across the solid water interface.
31 

The partially 300 

oxidized, positively charged magnetite surface can adsorb negatively charged selenate and 301 

selenite,
12,35

 but the magnetite surface is also renewed via Fe(II)aq. 302 

The estimated initial maghemite fraction at pH 5, before Se(VI) injection, was equal to 5.6%, 303 

and increased to 24% after 6 h. At the same time 1.55 mmol/L of selenate was removed from the 304 

solutions. This corresponds to a selenate concentration decrease of 0.084 mmol/L for each 1% of 305 

oxidized mineral (after subtraction of the maghemite present initially in the solid), thus more 306 

than the [Se(VI)] decrease estimated from equation 1. In the following 2280 h, the selenate 307 

removal rate dropped down to 0.07 mmol/L per 1% of mineral transformation. If we compare the 308 

whole period of 2280 h for the experiments at both pH, without subtraction of the initial 309 

maghemite due to acidic dissolution, the same Se(VI) removal – mineral oxidation ratio is found 310 

(0.068 mmol/L for 1% of mineral oxidation). However the redox reaction at pH 5 is much faster 311 

than at pH 7, due to the regeneration of the magnetite reducing capacity via Fe(II)aq re-adsorption 312 

and the positively charged mineral surface, and continues until Fe(II)aq is consumed. 313 

Se(VI) reduction – XAS and STEM 314 
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The temporal evolution of the selenium speciation on magnetite in the pH 5 and pH 7 315 

experiments was determined by Se K-edge XANES and EXAFS, using iterative target 316 

transformation factor analysis (ITFA). Both datasets (XANES and EXAFS) were subject to the 317 

ITFA independently, yielding similar results, with relative deviations below 10% (see XANES 318 

and EXAFS results in Figure 3 and Figure 5 and in Tables S4 and S5). Both XANES and 319 

EXAFS spectra collected for selected solid samples from the two experimental series were 320 

successfully fitted with two components: trigonal Se(0) gray and outer-sphere aqueous Se(IV) 321 

(Table S4, Figure 3). The EXAFS data confirm the presence of the gray elemental form (in 322 

contrast to amorphous, red Se(0)), and show even more clearly than XANES the presence of an 323 

oxygen shell indicative of Se(IV). Although the fit gives a good result with the Se(IV) outer-324 

sphere reference, the low amount of Se(IV) in the samples makes it difficult to ascertain if a 325 

second shell is present. The presence of inner-sphere complexes, as described by Missana et al. 326 

(2009),
30

 cannot therefore be excluded. While these two oxidation states have also been reported 327 

as reduction products of selenate by magnetite and green-rust,
20,21 

numerous literature examples 328 

show that selenite can be immobilized by iron containing minerals in form of stronger inner-329 

sphere (creation of covalent of ionic bonds) or/and weaker outer-sphere (electrostatic driven 330 

sorption) complexes, depending on the experimental conditions.
4,11,12,54,55

  331 

Initial Se(VI) was not detected on the solids, so all selenate must have been reduced by electrons 332 

from structural Fe(II) in magnetite (at pH 7), or from re-adsorbed Fe(II) (at pH 5); otherwise the 333 

weakly adsorbed Se(VI) would have been removed during filtration.
21

   334 

Selenate at pH 7 is only weakly attracted by the mineral surface, even after hypothetical initial 335 

reduction to Se(IV), due to pH conditions close to the isoelectric point of both magnetite and 336 

maghemite surfaces (neutral surface). XANES data fitting showed that in the pH 7 series the 337 

dominating species was gray Se(0) (Figures 3-4), with a small and constant contribution of 338 

Se(IV) (20%) detected between 3 h and 1488 h, but not at 2280 h and 7032 h. The large share of 339 

Se(0) indicates that the main immobilization mechanism at pH 7 followed the reductive 340 

precipitation described by equation (1), with simultaneous oxidation of magnetite to maghemite, 341 

as revealed by Mössbauer data analysis. The presence of the usually soluble Se(IV) species 342 

associated with the solid phase suggests that a small fraction of selenate was reduced only to 343 

selenite at the solid – liquid interface (Se(VI) not detected in solid, Se(IV) not detected in liquid), 344 
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due to increasing maghemite layer thickness. ICP-AES showed no more Se(VI) uptake after 336 345 

h, so about 30% of maghemite, (equivalent to 3 layers), hindered easy electron transfer. The 346 

Se(IV) stayed adsorbed on the oxidized surface during the first ~1500 h. This secondary 347 

immobilization reaction requires an exchange of only two electrons and no proton
 
consumption 348 

(no Fe(II)aq at pH 7): 349 

2Fe3O4(s) + Se(VI)O4
2-

 → 3Fe2O3(s) + Se(IV)O3
2-

 (2) 350 

At pH 5, the XANES data at 3 h showed only the strong white line of gray Se(0), as a result of 351 

the fast reduction on the magnetite surface (despite the presence of maghemite, due to the acidic 352 

dissolution), which was renewed by Fe(II)aq cations being continuously re-adsorbed. This can be 353 

related to a fast Se(VI) drop in solution measured with ICP-AES during the first 336 h (Figure 354 

1). The selenite fraction appeared at 744 h (18%) and stayed nearly constant until 7032 h (15%).  355 

Based on these data, we can hypothesize that during the initial phase there is a non-perturbed 356 

electron exchange between magnetite and selenate, assisted by Fe(II)aq re-adsorption. As mineral 357 

oxidation is faster than iron re-adsorption, more and more maghemite layers cover the magnetite 358 

core. In this situation, the aqueous iron can only provide a limited number of electrons, which 359 

leads to a partial reduction of selenate to selenite.  360 

A monotonic Se(IV) concentration increase reported for solid green rust
20

 was attributed to two 361 

parallel reduction processes (selenate to selenite and selenate to elemental selenium). In that 362 

work, the depletion of Fe(II) sites in the vicinity of the adsorption sites prevented the reduction 363 

of the adsorbed selenite to Se(0). In contrast, in our case the aqueous iron renews the mineral 364 

redox activity. As the co-removal ratio shows a linear dependence between 0.17 h and 7032 h, 365 

we assume that the Fe(II)aq adsorption site changes as a function of the available reducing sites 366 

on the magnetite surface. In the initial phase, there are many accessible electrons in the system 367 

due to a limited fraction of maghemite. This favors the fast reduction of selenate to Se(0) on the 368 

mineral surface and proton consumption, which increases the pH (equation 1). A small increase 369 

in pH causes re-adsorption of the aqueous iron, as in the absence of selenate.
31 

So, here, the 370 

aqueous iron renews the reducing power of the mineral surface, with the re-adsorption being 371 

spread over time, lasting over ~7000 h. 
  

372 
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In the second phase, iron re-adsorbs on a thicker maghemite layer (faster magnetite electron 373 

consumption than electron donation from Fe(II)aq), renewing only partially the reducing capacity 374 

of the mineral (an easy electron exchange with the remaining magnetite core is blocked). So in 375 

this second phase, the reducing power allows only for reduction of selenate to selenite, with the 376 

partially reduced oxyanion being adsorbed to maghemite,
12 

in the form of thermodynamically 377 

favored Fe-Se(IV)O3 species.
30

 This reaction theoretically consumes two iron cations per 378 

selenate anion:  379 

2Fe
2+

 + SeO4
2-

 + 2H
+
 → 2Fe

3+
 + SeO3

2-
 + H2O        (3) 380 

but the real redox process is more complicated due to the presence of the underlying mineral.  381 

Insights into the growth mechanism of Se nanowires 382 

Selected solids from sorption experiments (pH 7: after 0.17 and 2280 h; pH 5: after 0.17, 144, 383 

2280 and 4032 h) were examined with TEM, to probe the shape and size of magnetite particles 384 

and the selenium reaction products. Pure magnetite appeared as a collection of rather spherical 385 

particles with 5-50 nm diameter, which tend to aggregate even after redistribution in the 386 

ultrasonic bath (Figure S2). The pH 5 and 7 samples collected at 0.17 h also showed only 387 

magnetite grains in TEM images - their composition was confirmed by X-ray energy-dispersive 388 

spectroscopy (XEDS, see Figure S3). As XANES analysis showed a clear signal from Se(0) at 3 389 

h (at both pH), the nucleation of reduced selenium species must have occurred between 0.17 h 390 

and 3 h.  391 

Finally, the sample collected after 144 h of reaction at pH 5 showed several Se nanowires as 392 

bright elongated areas in the STEM-HAADF image and STEM-XEDS map (Figure 4 a-b), 393 

similar to that observed for goethite/magnetite at pH 8.
20

 The largest crystals reached lengths of 394 

~10 μm and diameters of ~100-200 nm.  395 

All the remaining samples showed the development of Se(0) nanowires, which have grown along 396 

the [001] direction (axial direction), while their thickness remained comparable to the ones 397 

observed at 144 h. The examples in Figure 4 c-d, g-h show magnetite reacted with Se(VI) at pH 398 

5 after 4032 h and pH 7 at 2280 h. This preferential one-dimensional Se growth direction along 399 

the [001] axis is typical for gray Se(0) crystals grown in the laboratory.
56,57

 Two diffraction 400 

patterns obtained on the particle attached to the wire and at the wire itself (Figure 4 e-f) were in 401 
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line with trigonal (P3121) gray Se(0).
57

 Other forms of reduced selenium species were not 402 

detected.  403 

The formation of the Se(0) nanowires within a 3D matrix of magnetite nanoparticles implies 404 

some type of transport of the reduced species from the reducing loci - supposedly close to the 405 

magnetite/water interface - to the tip of the growing nanowires. Two hypotheses can be made 406 

here: (i) growth via an Ostwald ripening process, by which smaller NPs would dissolve to feed 407 

the growth of larger ones – the nanowires. Indeed, smaller precipitates with more rounded shapes 408 

can be observed close to the Se nanowires (Figure 4, c-f); (ii) growth via the oriented attachment 409 

of smaller Se NPs. More experiments are needed, with higher temporal resolution, to ascertain 410 

the precise of growth mechanism of these elemental Se nanowires. 411 

Although the evidence for the existence of Se(0) nanowires in STEM-HAADF images is clear, it 412 

may seem contradictory to XRD data, where only a small percentage of the gray form was 413 

detected. This can be explained by an uneven distribution of wires in the magnetite matrix. 414 

Scanning different regions of the TEM grids showed plenty of spots where selenium was not 415 

detectable at all on the STEM-XEDS maps, located close to regions with selenium concentrated 416 

in the form of wires.  417 

 418 

Environmental relevance 419 

Highly mobile selenate is a concern for the nuclear waste, coal mining and oil refinery industries. 420 

Because of weathering of selenium bearing rocks, such as shales and coal, or by corrosion of 421 

steel canisters used for spent fuel geological storage, this highly toxic element can escape into 422 

the surrounding environment. However in anoxic environments, pore space and corrosion 423 

products often contain Fe(II), which can actively participate in selenate reductive 424 

immobilization. Our study demonstrates that, as opposed to selenate, which is quickly reduced to 425 

Se(IV), selenite has rather slow reduction kinetics, also affected by the limited electron transfer 426 

due to partially oxidized magnetite surfaces. However, the thermodynamically less likely 427 

coincidence of selenite and magnetite is indeed not so unlikely when seen from a kinetic 428 

perspective, and may play an important role not only under nuclear waste repository conditions, 429 

but also for general waste water remediation purposes as those e.g. arising from coal mining 430 

waste waters and other causes of acid mine drainages, or for drinking water purification. The 431 

presence of aqueous Fe(II) stimulates the reduction process, due to the renewed reducing power 432 
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of the mineral surface. This opens a new way to control selenium concentration in a variety of 433 

critical effluents. This finding is also important in the context of nuclear waste repositories: 434 

aqueous Fe(II) is expected to be formed via the anaerobic corrosion of the steel canister, having 435 

the potential ability to act as a booster of selenium reduction processes. 436 

Moreover, our study shows the formation of very anisotropic Se(0) precipitates in the form of 437 

crystalline nanowires. This anisotropy contrasts with the very isotropic distribution of magnetite 438 

nanoparticles, suggesting the transport of reduced species from the site where the reduction takes 439 

place to the tips of the Se nanowires –their growth sites. This implies that the reduced species of 440 

selenium, which are usually considered as non-mobile, show some mobility under these 441 

conditions. The existence of this unknown mechanism for transport of reduced selenium species 442 

has important implication for the safety assessment of technological applications such as the 443 

underground sites for nuclear waste storage. More research is needed to better understand the 444 

transport of these reduced species, whether solid or aqueous, in view of the risk associated with 445 

79
Se. 446 

 447 

SUPPORTING INFORMATION 448 

Results of the ancillary characterization of magnetite nanoparticles and reduced phases of 449 

selenium by XRD, 
57

Fe Mössbauer spectrometry, EXAFS and STEM-HAADF / XEDS, the 450 

stabilization of the background electrolyte and the measurements of the redox potential are 451 

presented in the Supporting Information.  452 
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ICP-AES - Inductively Coupled Plasma Atomic Emission Spectroscopy 468 

IC – Ion Chromatography 469 

STEM – Scanning Transmission Electron Microscopy 470 

HAADF - High Angular Angle Dark Field   471 

SAED - Selected Area Electron Diffraction 472 

XANES – X-ray Absorption Near-Edge Structure 473 

EXAFS – Extended X-ray Absorption Fine Structure 474 
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FIGURES AND TABLES 480 

 481 

 482 

 483 

Figure 1. (a) Selenium sorption kinetics observed in the two batch experiments. (b) Correlation 484 

between Se sorption and Fe(II) sorption at pH 5. The red arrow indicates the time of nearly 485 

complete adsorption of Fe(II) in the pH 5 experiment. Error bars represent 5% error of the ICP-486 

AES measurements. 487 

  488 
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 489 

 490 

Figure 2. Degree of magnetite to maghemite conversion from Mössbauer at 77 K (gray bars) and 491 

XRD pattern modeling (orange bars), in comparison to selenium uptake (blue circles). Error bars 492 

represent 5% error of the ICP-AES measurements. 493 

 494 

 495 

 496 
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 497 

Figure 3. Selenium K-edge XANES (left) and EXAFS (right) spectra of the two time series of 498 

Se(VI) experiments at pH 5 and 7, and the two standard spectra (gray Se(0) and Se(IV) outer 499 

sphere sorption complexes (OS)). Inset: Right: Black lines – experimental data, red lines: 500 

reconstruction by two components.  501 

 502 
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 503 
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Figure 4. STEM-HAADF images (a, c, e) and STEM-XEDS maps (b, d, f) of magnetite-Se 504 

samples: (a) and (b) show results from the experiments at pH 5 after 144 h, where several crystal 505 

seeds of reduced selenium are observed; (c) and (d) show the last time (4032 h) of the 506 

experiment at pH 5, where ~5 μm long selenium nanowire are observed ; (e) and (f) show results 507 

of the pH 7 experiment at 2280 h, where ~2.5 μm long elemental selenium nanowires can be 508 

observed together with small selenium seeds; (g) shows the zone-axis pattern along the [100] 509 

direction of the P3121 Se(0) structure; (h) electron diffraction patterns along the [211] direction 510 

of the P3121 Se(0) structure. 511 

 512 

 513 

Figure 5. Fraction of aqueous Fe (blue) and adsorbed Se (red) at pH 5 (a) and pH 7 (b). 514 

Fractions of Se(0) and Se(IV) associated with the solid phase at pH 5 (c) and pH 7 (d). 515 

 516 

  517 
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